
Can you engineer a glider that can fly in different directions? 

Egg Carton Gliders 

GET SET UP 

 Styrofoam egg 

carton lid 

 Glider Template 

 Sharpie 

 Scissors 

 Ruler 

 Penny 

 Paperclip 
 

MATERIALS 
1. Trace and cut the glider pattern: Cut the glider pattern 

out.  Trace it on the inside of the egg carton lid with a 

marker or pen. Carefully cut the glider out of the lid 

with scissors. Save your extra pieces in case you would 

like to add a rudder to your glider later on.   

2. Make the elevons (wing flaps): Using a ruler and pen, 

make two marks on each wing of the glider at 1 and 

3  inches from the tail. You will use these marks to 

make the wing flaps, or elevons.  Cut at both the 

marks, about a half-inch in from the edge. Once the 

cuts are made, fold the elevons back.  

3. Decorate your glider: Use markers to make your glider 

bright and colorful. Try experimenting with different 

patterns and designs to make your glider unique.  

4. Get ready to fly your glider! 

5. After a few flights read the challenge cards to see if 

you can get your glider to do these actions.  
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Aerodynamics  



DID YOU KNOW... 

A glider is a light aircraft that flies without the use of an engine.  Though it has elevons (wing flaps) and a rudder to help steer, once 
it is in flight, it can only be minimally controlled. The Space shuttle is a glider too because when they return to the earth they do so 
with no thrust. Thrust is one of the four forces of flight—the other three are drag, lift and gravity. Gliders that push through large 
volumes of air slow down quicker because they encounter more drag. Drag is a force that slows an object down. Drag coupled 
with gravity forces the glider back to Earth. Gravity is the force that pulls all objects to the center of the Earth (or planets, 
moons, stars, galaxies etc.) The two forces that oppose drag and gravity are thrust and lift. When these two forces overcome the 
force of drag and gravity your glider will travel farther through the air. Thrust is the forward movement of the glider. Once 
launched, your egg carton glider converts altitude to forward motion. Lift happens when the air below the wing is pushing up 
harder than the air above it is pushing down. This is what causes the glider to rise. The moment the glider starts to fall back to 
earth, drag and gravity have overcome thrust and lift.  

CHALLENGE 

1. How did you change the design of you glider so that you could complete every challenge card? What 

do you think would happen if you changed the weight in the nose by adding a paperclip or taking the 

weight off completely? If you made the elevons bigger or added more of them to the wings? What if you 

added a rudder to the back? 

2. Which flight travelled the furthest? Why do you think this happened?  

3. What are the four forces required for flight? What forces does your egg carton glider use to fly? 

STEAM Challenge: The highest altitude ever reached by a glider is 76, 100 feet. 1 mile is 5, 280 feet. How 

many miles high did the glider fly? What if the altitude was 237, 600 feet? 860, 640 feet?  
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(Optional) For young scientists ages 4-6 
Group your young scientists into fours so 
they can share tasks. One member can trace. 
One can cut. A third can cut again and so 
forth. Make sure they cut the elevons as 
flaps. If they cut  the elevons completely 
they can’t move them to change the direction 
in which the glider flies. Help them cut if the 
egg carton foam is too tough.  


